
Form for the Award of Graduation Extra Points 
To be handed to the Didactic Office by the deadlines established 


for each graduation session


With any of the following criteria it is possible to accumulate a maximum of 7 extra points that will 
be added to the graduation mark.


The student


Name and Surname: ____________________________________________________________________


Date and Place of Birth: _________________________________________________________________


Matricola: ______________________________________________________________________________


Declares to be eligible for the assignment of extra points for carrying out one or more of the 
activities enlisted:


A. “Cum Laude” - up to 3 points


1 point each 3 “Cum Laude”, which can be obtained in the curricular exams or following the 
participation to the Progress Test (regardless of the final score).


The student obtained 30/30 Cum Laude in the following subjects:


Number of Progress Tests sustained: ____


Points: ____


B. Graduation time - up to 3 points


- 3 points for graduation “IN CORSO”

- 1 point for graduation “primo anno FUORI CORSO”


The student is graduating: (cross the right option)


□ IN CORSO


□ Primo anno FUORI CORSO


Points: ____


1. 4. 7.

2. 5. 8.

3. 6. 9.



C. Activity abroad - up to 3 points


0,5 points for each 2 continuous weeks spent abroad, but only if the activity is officially approved 
by the President of the Degree Course and included in a defined project that has been previously 
approved and coordinated with a lecturer from the Degree Course.


The student attended the following projects abroad:


Points: ____


D. Research activity - up to 5 points


- 2 points for participations in publications (Peer Reviewed, PubMed)

- 0,5 points for each abstract as a fist-name participant


The student took part in the following publications / was first-name in the following abstract(s):


Points: ____


E. Scientific award - up to 1 point


The student was awarded with:


Points: ____


Following the guidelines criteria, the student hereby requests a total of ____ extra points.

All certificates proving what declared above are attached to this format.


110/110 Cum Laude may be awarded to students who obtain an overall score of 111 points, but only 
following a proposal by their dissertation supervisor and if there is unanimous agreement of the graduation 
committee. The graduation mark is calculated multiplying the arithmetic average of the exam marks by 11 
and dividing the result by 3. To this grade, up to 7 extra points and up to 7 points assigned to the thesis 
dissertation can be added. 

Rome, __/__/__

WEEKS

1.

2.

3.

TYPE 

(publication or


abstract)

1.

2.

3.

1.

2.

Student signature
Didactic Office


Signature and stamp


